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ABOUT US
CEX.IO Group is a successful holding with 
several major projects and services in the 

Bitcoin industry. 



OUR GOALS
Through our activity, we aim to:

Spread knowledge about Bitcoin and grow 
the community

Create a network of trusted projects for any 
crypto and payment services 
 
Make Bitcoin accessible and easy-to-use for 
everyone  
 
Establish a strong connection between 
digital, electronic and fiat money in a 
universal payment system
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OUR PROJECTS



Crypto.ID

CEX.IO Group is a trusted 
Bitcoin exchange and the 

leading cloud mining provider

The largest Bitcoin mining 
pool with multiple options for 

mining altcoins

User-friendly multiplatform 
API for Bitcoin development

Universal and smart payment 
system provider combining 

digital, electronic and fiat 
money, with the most user-
friendly wallet for beginners

Unified identity verification 
system for Bitcoin-related 

projects



CEX.IO is the core project of CEX.IO 
Group. Starting as the first cloud 
mining provider, CEX.IO rapidly 
became a trusted Bitcoin exchange 
for trading cryptocurrencies, fiat 
money and commodities.



TRADING MARKETS:
Cryptocurrency  

Bitcoin, Litecoin, Namecoin, Dogecoin, Darkcoin, Ixcoin, Potcoin, Feathercoin, Weedcoin, Anoncoin, 
USD-e, Megacoin, Digabytecoin, Auroracoin, Myriadcoin

Fiat Money  
US Dollars, Euro

Commodity  
GHS (Bitcoin mining power)



DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAWAL 
OPTIONS

Debit/Credit Card Bank Transfer



ADVANTAGES
                                     Profit from a combination of trading & mining  

                              Wide range of trading pairs  

                       Live quotes and transaction history  

                Powerful trade API  

         Professional 24/7 support 

Trusted by over 300k users
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ABOUT
GHASH.I

O

GHASH.IO IS THE LARGEST POOL, 
PROVIDING MULTIPLE OPTIONS FOR 
MINING BITCOIN AND ALTCOINS.

Shared credentials between GHash.IO and 
CEX.IO create synergy of trading and mining 
options. 



BITCOIN DARKCOI

Mining of the most 
popular cryptocurrency. 

Available for either 
independent miners or 
owners of cloud-based 

GHS provided by CEX.IO.

Mining of a trendy 
cryptocurrency based on 

an advanced highly secure 
hashing algorithm for both 

GPU's and CPU's.

 LITECOIN 

(SCRYPT)  
Separate subpool for 

merged mining of scrypt-
based cryptocurrencies.

(SCRYPT)+ DOGECOIN  
Mining of the most 

financially rewarding coins 
at any given moment, 
merged with Dogecoin 

mining

SUBPOOLS



ADVANTAGES





Plugchain is the second absolutely free project after 
GHash.IO powered by the CEX.IO Group. The service 
is aimed at developers willing to build up outstanding 
Bitcoin-related apps



FEATURES

Permanent blockchain 
parsing

Saving all blockchain data 
into the Plugchain 

database

Multiple cryptocurrencies 
support



ADVANTAGES

Forever 
free

Fast server 
response time

Friendly 
support





CEX.IO Group presents a revolutionary PSP based 
on Bitcoin technology — the best payment tool for 
business and personal usage. 

Supports popular cryptocurrencies, fiat, e-money 
and all types of payments. Fully configurable and 
customisable.



KYC MODULE 
FEATURES

Multi-level user authentication 

Data storage certificate 

Strong document encryption 

Customisable expert system 

Universal for any CEX.IO Group service
AML module analyses transactions 
for signs of money laundering 
schemes.



AML MODULE 
FEATURES

Alerts for suspicious money movements 

Considers specific Bitcoin transactions 

Configurable for any legislation 

Advanced risk management system 

Models various scenarios for deposits, 
transfers and payouts



Crypto.ID



Crypto.ID

Crypto ID is a universal certificate for users 
who have passed KYC module on one of 
CEX.IO Group services. Once received, a 
user may submit it as an identity verification 
for any other Bitcoin service. 

We believe, this will drive the Bitcoin 
industry, raise the flow of cryptocurrency 
transactions, and facilitate Bitcoin adoption.



CEX.IO GROUP KEY 
STRENGTHS

All services on one 
platform

Team of experienced 
developers

Global market 
coverage

Massive user 
base

We practise fundamental approach to all projects and services. 
Not only do we provide the services, but use them ourselves.



Forming a solid network of various crypto 
services, we target a wide range of 
audiences, involving them into the world 
of Bitcoin and creating new possibilities for 
easy Bitcoin integration to their life and 
business.

CEX.IO GROUP AS 
THE WINDOW TO 
THE WORLD OF 
BITCOIN



THANK YOU 
 FOR ATTENTION!


